
High security lock, 
NF EN 1300 approved.

Panic Room
Strong room
for the home
Faced with an increase in 
“homejacking” incidents, 
your home-installed Hartmann Tresore 
Panic Room will protect your most 
valuable possessions, 
beyond material assets: 
you and your family.

Strong room
EN 1143-1
Class I to IX

Quick to install, 
in complete discretion
Modular and welding free, 
classes I and III

Thanks to our modular installation system, 
no need to request “fire authorisation” for 
welding works. The Hartmann Tresore strong 
room is composed of screwed panels. 
The units are made-to-measure so as to 
avoid any obstacles present and to hug the 
walls of the location perfectly, on all 6 sides, 
like a second skin. The unit is assembled in 
just a few days, in complete discretion.

Outstanding strength
Designed using new, intelligent materials, 
pushing the limits of mechanical resistance.

Unrivalled light weight
The Hartmann Tresore strong room can be 
installed on upper floors, without jeopardising 
the foundations of your site.

Complete finesse
The finesse of the walls 
maximises internal space.

Bespoke vault door 
in a solid frame

Configured to your requirements, 
before being built-in using heavy-duty masonry 

at the entrance to the space you want to protect.

Anti-intrusion system 
with instant-block mechanism 

Vault-style locking system
Sensitive to the slightest intrusion attempt, 

the informer system triggers the rods 
to block instantly and definitively: 

your vault door is sealed.

Customised opening method:
single or multiple, your choice of options 

(key, electronic, digicode, badge, disk, biometry, etc.) 
Possibility to connect to an alarm 

and access control system.

Vault door
EN 1143-1

Class I to IX

EN 15659 fireproof rating



3, rue de la Louvière
BP 77 - 78512 Rambouillet Cedex
Tél. 01 34 57 11 55

contact@hartmann-tresore.fr

www.hartmann-tresore.fr

Strong room
Vault door

Your modern-
day fortress
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